Dear violence,

You are causing many problems. You are causing many problems all around the world like in young people. Violence, I want this to stop because there already making tragedy all around young people. You are causing many problems with family because you are making the many groups of young people kill each other only because of the violence. Violence, the thing that is really bad is that the young people kill each other because the violence is affecting many lives because people dead because the reason of this is only violence the cause this tragedy. Violence the specific thing the you are causing many thing around families and causing things are not accepted in families like the violence the is making mothers and sons violence to each other and causing things that are very bad to others things the you are causing we don’t want any more tragedy in families. We don’t want any more violence around the world because this violence causes many problems in the world like husbands making violence to their wives. Awful things are really happening right now and are ruining families and friends.

Sincerely,